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hot peening and Paris. At first thought these words have no relationship at all: One is 

the international city in the heart of  Europe and the other is, well, what is it? Everyone in 

1 the world knows Paris, the Eiffel tower and the Arc de triumph. Shot peening, o n  the 
other hand, doesn't have an image at all-it5 the funny words for a process that you  have 
to  explain to family and friends. However different, from September 6th to  the 9th, the 
two  came together for the Ninth International Conference on  Shot Peening. 

Paris is the city of lights. It5 one of the most beautiful cities in the world and it5 wrapped in 
history and culture. For centuries, artists. enainwr(; tearher? and brilliant thinkprq h ; l ~  
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to criticism and challenges. These ideas, often thouaht of a; radical attheir ince~t ion .  
' 

ventually be came accepted as ot thers began to their nerits. 

Our recent International Conference on  Shot Peening is no  different. Some of the greatest 
minds in this industry came to Paris for the same thing- to share their ideas with their 
colleagues and the rest of the world. There were 69 papers dedicated to shot peening, 
alternative surface treatments, stress, fatigue and even peening with light (lasers]. What 
struck me the most was the diversity of topics and the energetic discussions o n  the data 
p r m v t e d .  This was a continuing e,xample of great minds pushing great minds to bring 
out the best in all who  attended. 

Many of these ideas shared in Paris are the result of v e m  of work AI 1thnr-7 and rp~p;lrrhprr 
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I the spirit o f  education 
and innovation and in hopes of attaining international acceptance of their efforts. 

fl Many companies and individuals in our industry, like the delegates at the conference, work 
I hard to create and develop innovative technologies, ideas and processes. These efforts, 

whether in the international communitv or in a 5rnall farton, arp nf+n r ~ \ n / a r d ~ r i  in t h ~  
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-e are times that protec- 
tion from imrtators is sought in patent protectron, thus as&rmg that those that drd'the 

1 work wrll reap the rewards 

The article o n  patents is our effort to help our readers better understand the protection 
of intellectual property. The primary purpose of  the patent system is to disseminate knowl- 
edge. To encourage the sharing of  this knowledge, a government will award a patent that 
will prevent others from making, using or selling your ideas without compensating you  for 
your efforts. 

i While "imitation is the most sincere form of flattery," w e  encourage all of our readers to  

I 
learn more about patents. The process to obtain a patent is not as formidable as you  may 
think, And while a patent may be necessary to keep a competitor from stealing your inven- 
tion, it also gives us the incentive to share. 

Paris photography is courtesy of Marsha T~ifSt with GE Transportation Aircraft Engines 
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